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ADVANCEDNUCLEARDATA FOR RADIATION DAMAGECALCULATION

Robert E. UACFARLANE and D. Graham FCSTER, JR.

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos Nat{onal Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, U.S.A.

Accurate calculations of atomic displacement da,ll~gein materials exposed to neutrons r Iire
detailed spectra for primary recoil nuclei. Such data are not nvailable from direct experi-
mental measurements. Moreover, they cannot always be computed accurately startinp irom eval-
uated nuclear data libraries such as ENDF/B-V that were develc~ed primarily for neutron trans-
port applications, because these libraries lack detailed energy-and-angle distributions for
outgoing chargpd particles. Fortunately, a new generation of nuclear model codes is now avail-
able that can be used to fill in the misring spectra. One ●xample is Lhe preequilibrium sta-
tistical-model codQ GNASH. For heating and damage applications, a supplementary code called
RECOIL has been developed, RECOIL uses detai lad reaction data from GNASH, together with angu-
lar distributions based on Kalbach-Mann systematic to compute the energy and angle distri-
butions of recoil nuclei, The energy-angle distributions for recoil nJclei and ou.going por-
ticles are written out in ~he new ENDF/B “File 6“ format, The result is a complete set of nu-
clear data that can b? used to calculate displacement-energy production, heat production, gas
production’,, transmutation, and activation. Sample results for iron are givan and compared to
the results of conventional damage model= such as those used in NJOY,

1. INTRODUCTION

One important coaponent of radiation damage

in fus~on reactor materials is the large clus-

ter of displacrd atoms producad by the recoil

nucleus from a neutron-induced reaction, The

number of atoms displaced depands on the ●nergy

of the recoil nucleus and the partition of this

energy betwean atomic motion and electronic ●x-

cftaticns, For metals, the displaceme~t damafJQ

is often assumed to be proportionrnl to a “dam-

#g@-energy production cross section,” obtained

by folding the oncrw cpoctrum of the pr{m@ry

recoil nucleu$ tog~thor vfth a part{tfon funr’-

tion dellved from electron scre~nlng th~ory,

Ther@fore, th~ nuclmr part of ths! prot)lcr It

r~duced to obta{nlng accurete rocofl spectra,

IIIsosw ca$ds, It is qutte easy to calculat~

th~ requfrod recoil spectra, 1 For t,tttfc

scatterin~, they can be computed by cons&rva-

tfon of momentum using angular distributions

avaflable from the Evaluated Nuclear Data ~ilat

(EN01/B),2 Racssflt from discrete-level fnel@s-

t{c $cet,.@r{ng can also b~ computed accurately

In thfe way be(ausa the photon momentum (an be

neglected, Finally, recoils from the radiative

capture reaction (n,y) can be calculated. In

this cdse, the photon momentum cannot be ne-

glectad below 25-100 krV, but reasonable ap-

proximations are availtihle for this range

These methods allow for accurate calculations

of damsge-energy production from thermal ener-

gies to the threshold cf the more complex

raactionsl These thresholds vary from a few

NsV for light metals to a few hundred k@V for

haavy metals.

Fusion devices, howev?r, have many n~utron%

~n the 1 to 14-F4QV ranga It ii important to

includa th~ so-callnd “continuum” scatt@riWj

r~action, other absorption reactions such *S

(n,p) and (n,a), and (n,2n) reaclions$ [VPII

higher ntutron eneraies w(1I be common in (I,

If solirces such as ttw Fusion Materials lTto-

diation T~st Faclllty ([MII). lllis will !’P-

qu~r~ mow a’tent ion to thrw-pa!’.lcl~ !’IIC-

t!of!s like (n,n’a). At these hlph ent!rfijlt’t,

th~ current Uenerat{ofl of damaUQ rII\dh@II~IIIL

code+ rtpidly loses t,ccurary, betau%o thp 11$-

qulred upectrt are not. aval lablo ill compil,



tions such as ENDF/B-V, which were primarily

intended for neutron-transport applications.

Fortunately, It is now becoming possible to

compute the spectra of part!cles ●mitted from

these high-energy reactions with reasonable

accuracy usir,g modern preequilibirum statisti-

cal-model codes such as GNASH.3 A description

of the methods used in GNASH is given in Sec-

tion 2. These spectra can be combined with

angular distributions bawd on Kalbfich+fann

syst,e~atics4 (see s,ecti~~ 3) to obtain distrf-

butions in energy and angle for the recoil nu-

cleus, This step is performed by the RECOIL

code described in Section 4. Instead of the

traditional damage cross section, RECOIL tabu-

lates all the particle and recoil distributions

directly using the new F.t’’W/B File 6 format

(see section 5), These tabulated spectra ran

then be used in a subsequent code to compute

damage in metals, or the same recnil date can

be used with a different partition function to

compute damage for non-metdllic materials such

as ceramics. Some results ano comparisons for

iron are given in Section 6.

2. THE GNASH COPE

The GNASH claculatioll begins with the com-

pound $ystem formed by the interaction of a

neutron having . *pQcifi@d laboratory ●nersy

with a particular target nucleus A set of

rsrsid~el nuclu{ IS thm defined that can be

ranched from the In{tlal compww’1 syst~m by

various sequtnc~s of particle emission, Each

nuclei!~ Is characterized by a p~rtlcular reparat-

ion en@rky, a set of dlscrate lev@ls, and a

n~t of continuum ●nergy bins.

For avary bin of ●ach compound ~ystem, bNASH

compute$ the probability of p~rt!cle or photon

emiksion, At h{gh ●nough inctdent oner~, par-

ticlt ●missions from tha first cumpound sy$tem

ara affactod by prmqulltbirum procets?s that

● ro calculated using the Mast?r tquatlon model

of Kslbach,
5

At will ba ●em later, th@ “pre-

equillbrium ratio88 versus •er~v for ●ach par.

title is useful for determining its angular

distribution, Particle emission probabilities

are detrained fron transmission coefficients

based on optical model parmeters. For mater-

ials like iron, these optical model parameters

can be ●djusL@d6’7 to give good agreement with

measured cross sections. The good ●gr?ement

obtained gl?as confidence in tha results for

unmeasured Isotopes or ener~~ rangas.

Gasssa emission is i~ortant due to its ef-

fect (thro~gh competition) on particle emis-

sion, as well as for its direct effects, Con-

tinuum emission is computed using transmission

coefficients b~sed on the Brink-Axcl giant di-

pole rasonance model,8 For iron, the coeffi-

cients were normalized to give good fits to

capture cross sections,
6,7

Detailed transition

probabilities can be input for discrete photon

emission,

GNASH represents continuum excitation enqrgy

regions through use of a level dansity model.

For iron, tha modal of Gilbart and Camerong
10

with the parameters of Cook was employed.

Additionally, adjustm~nts wer~ made at lower

exci:?tiof; energies to match ●vtsilable discrete

lavel information,

During a calculation, GNASH prepares a prin-

ter output file containing run parameters, a

procquiltbr’ium summary, discrete-level data,

crnsf ‘,ections, ●nd various accumulated spectra

fur particles and photons, Additionally, it

provide% detailed t~ansition probabilities \n

the form of “popula~{on increments” un all

auxiliary binary output file, As df~cussed in

Section 4, thase population increments can be

uatid to derfve particle $p@ctra by re~c.ion,

3 KALBAClt-NANN $YS1U4ATICS

By studying ●xisting measurements of s~con-

dary-particle spectra for incidant particle

●nergies b~twean 20 ●nd 60 NeV, Kalbach ●nd

Nan114 have derived o slmpla tachnlque for pre-



dieting such distributions

accuracy. The fo~ of the

for ENDF/B-VI is

f(p,E+E’) =

where

fl =
{

al

raf/(

with reasonable

r result adopted

pg(lJ) , (1)

ift = 2,4,6,. ...

tr) if t= 1,3,5, .,,,
(2)

(3)

‘s = 0.036 + 0.0039[R(l+l)]MeV-l , (4)

~nd

Bg =92.0 -90. o-Hav !
m

(5)

In Eq, (2), r is the “preequilibrium ratio”

that is obtained from GNASH. Note that fO is

the total emission probability for a particular

E and E’, These coefficients are for the

center of mess of the initial colliding system.

The Kalbach-Mann representation implies that,

energetic emitt~d particle~ (which usually have

r- 1) will have forward-peaked distributions,

On the other hand, low-~nergy particles or

particles from states with a high compound-

nuclws fraction (r -0) will be umitted with

nearly isotropic distributions.

4. THL RECOIL CODE

RECOIL begins by reading and r@-organizing

the information available from a completed

GNASH run, Praequilibrium ratios and photon

level data are read from the printer output

file, Global paramet~rs, energy level schemes,

and population incramnt data are read from thn

●uyilfary binary output filt. While this in-

formation is bting GatherCd, thr RECO!L cod@

can optionally exclude neutron compound elastic

scattering, neutron discrete-inelastic scat-

tering, and/or d’screte-level particle produc-

tion steps from the reaction data. These reac-

tions and the “shape elastic” term can no,mally

be computed more accurately using optical model

codes.

Next, this reaction data is used to produce

all possible “reaction stars.” Each “star”

consists of a series of steps characterized by

a particular emitted particle of a particular

energy. The probability of obserking a par-

ticular star is just the product of the proba-

bilities for each step as obtained from GNASH.

Once a star has been formed, it is easy to de-

termine that it belongs to a particular reac-

tion, say (n,n’p), RECOIL ignores the order of

the steps, and (n,n’p) will actually be the sum

of (n,n’p) and (n,pn). Thus a “reaction” in

this sense is characterized by a particular

recoil nucleus.

The center-of-mass (CM) mome~turn of this

recoil nucleus Is simply the negative of the

vector sum of the momenta of all emitted par-

ticles. Fur two-pnrticle final states, the

calculation is aasy and reliable. The CM

energy af the recoil is scaled from the energy

of the ●mitted particle ~js,ng the appropriate

mass ratio and accumulated into the appropriate

bin of the recoil spectrum. 7he angular distrib-

ution for the recoil nucleus is jUSt the

complem~nt of the dtstributton of the emitted

particle as given by Kalbacn-Mantl systematic~,

For complex reacttons, a more approximate

method is used. The full angular ranqe for

each emitted particle is sampled systematically

(not ral:domly), using a Kalbach-Mann or uniform

distribution, This divides each “star” into a

large number of “~ubstars” eacl, with its own

probabil~ty, The energy and emission angle of

the recoil nucleus of each substar srw ther)

~,~mputed and u$ed to fncr~en~ the energy-

anqle distribution for that particular recoil

nllcleus,



When all stars have been processed, the re-

sult is a set of reaction cross sections and

coupled energy-angle distributions for each

emitted particle and each recoil nucleus.

5. THE ENDF/B FILE 6 FORNAT

As mentioned in the Introduction, it is de-

sirable to save these distributions in full de-

tail for later use. For just this kind of ap-

plication, a new ENDF/B fomat was recently

adoped for use in ENDF/B-V!. This format is

called “FILE 6, PRODUCT ENERGY-ANGLE DISTRIBU-

TIONS” and is a completely new form of the pre-

viously unused File 6.

For the purposes of this file, any reaction

is defined by giving the production cross sec-

tion for each reaction product as a product of

a reaction cross section, d product yield or

multiplicity, and a normlized distribution for

the product in enerw and angle. As usual, the

cross section is given in File 3; the other two

factors a-e giver, in File 6, Correlations and

sequences are ignored; that is, the distri”

butions given are t+ose which would be seen by

an observer outside of a “black box” lookinJ at

one particle at a time. The process being

described may be a combination of several dif-

ferent reactions, and the product distribution,

may be described using several different repre-

sentations.

For the GNASH results as processed by RECOIL,

the most appropriate represcntdtion is “Tabulat-

ed Contfnuum Energy-Angle Distribution” (LAU=5)

with Legendre coefficlel!ts (IANG=l) in the CM

Systtlll(LCT=2). For each incident e:~ergy E, a

set of s@condary anrrgies E’ is defined. For

?ac$ secondary-mergy bin, an emission proba-

bility fO(E+E’) and its LeUendre coefficients

t’l(E*E’) are given,

Other possible representations include dis-

crete laws dnd a direct tabulation of the pre-

coaipound ratio for the Kalbach-Mann representa-

tion,

Beca&e the new File~g~ves explicit yields

for each part+cle and residual nucleus, it can

be used easi’,y to gemrate gas production and

activation cross sections. Thus, all the in-

formation needed for heating, damage, gas pro-

duction, activation, neutron transport, and

particle transport is provided by File 3 and

File 6 in a unifora and consistent way.

6. RESULTS

Existing GNASH calculations for iron6,7 have

been processed into File 6 format using RECOIL

and an auxiliary code called MAKE6, At the same

time, heat production and damage-energy prodiic-

tion were computed from the calculated spectra,

Sample results for the nonelastic damege and

total heating are given in Table 1,, tcgether

with corresponding results from previous meth-

ods .
1 For this example, the differences in

damage production are modest with the RECOIL

results at 14 MeV lying about 7% lower than

TABLE I

Comparison of l)amage-Energy Production and Heat
Production for ‘eFe Computed by REC91L with Re-
sults fur ENOF/B-V Natural Iron Computed by Con-
ventional Nethods (Ref. 1).

Energy
(MeV)

10

11

i2

~~

14

15

16

1?

18

19

20

RECOIL
Damagea

Q$?&l

174.5

183!8

193.2

204.0

215,8

228,6

241,9

254,2

265,9

275,7

283.7

192.4

207.1

219.4

2256

2319

238.7

2521

246.8

262 3

2610

259 5

‘Nonelastic part only

RECOIL ENDF/d-V

C.972

1.104

1.237

1.421

1.622

1.836

2,083

2.337

2.614

2,871

3.106

@!U!)

-0.095

0.026

0.390

-’ 1363

-1.096

-2.451

-3.047

-0,310

1>482

2.006

2.602
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results at 14 MeV lying about 7% lower than

ENDF/B-V values. Improvement in the heating

numbers is more dramatic. The difficulties in

comput!ng kerma from ENDF/B-V are well known;
11

for iron, the problems include neutron-photon

●nergy-balance ●rrors and the difficulty in

working with a natural-element file.

Figure 1 compares two important parts of the

calculated damage-energy productio? to the

previous results. The RECOIL results have been

adjusted to use the ENDF/B-V cross sections.

Thus, the differences seen in the figure repre-

sent r~al spectral differelices, In the case of

(n,2n), there are differences in the neutron

spectra coming from GNASH, but some of the

difference comes from the two-step ●mission

process modeled in RECOIL.

Finally, Fig. 2 shows two typicai recoil

spectra as comPI:twi by these methods. Note the

effects of discrete levels which show up in the

Inelastic recoil spectrum irt high energies.
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FIGURE 1
Calculated d~~ag~-enfrgy production for ‘AFe
inelastic (soltd) and (n,2n) (dashed) comparefi
with results for ENDF/B-V natural iron utlng
conventional mathods, i Calculations were re-
normalized to the F.NOF/B cross sections in or-
der to hlgh!ight tho r?coil spectrum d!ffer-
●ces.
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FIGURE 2
Typica’ recoil spectra for ‘8Fe at 14 MeV,
Solid curve is inelastic and
is (n,2n),

dashed curve

7. CONCLUSIONS

The RECOIL code and the

provide a convenient way to

new ENDF/B File 6

make nuclear mcdel

calculations available for application:. Pre-

liminary results for energies up to 20 MeV show

modest improvements in damage-energy calcula-

tions and dramatic improvements in kerma fac-

tors, In addition, these methods provide a

way to obtain reliable nuclear parameters in

the range 20-50 NeV, which will be important

for future studies of damage in fu~ioil reac-

tor materials,
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